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Cipher-Block-Chaining (CBC) 

Encryption:  Ci = EK(Pi ⊕ Ci-1)
Decryption:  Pi = DK(Ci) ⊕ Ci-1
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Padding

� Increase length of message so that 
it is a multiple of the block size

� Vaudenay introduced an attack on 
CBC mode using a “Padding Oracle”
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Do padding oracles exist in real life?

� Yes they do!

� We can model a Padding Oracle 
using information found via side 
channel attacks.



Side Channel Attacks

� Theory vs. Practice

� Algorithms when implemented 
interact with and are influenced by 
their environments

� Examples: Time, Error messages, 
Power cons.



Padding Oracles in Practice

� WTLS

� ‘Decryption Failed’ messages are sent 
in the clear.

� For Mobile Telephones WTLS used 
within other protocols such as GSM, 
which provides an extra encryption 
layer.



Padding Oracles in Practice

� IPSec

� Standards state padding should be 
checked

� When invalid pad occurs

� The messages is discarded

� A notification is added in the log files for 
audit



Padding Oracles in Practice

� SSL/TLS

� Messages are MACed, padded and then 
encrypted

� Errors may result from a bad MAC or 
invalid Padding

� Error messages are encrypted

� When an Error occurs the session is 
aborted



Padding Oracles in Practice

� SSL/TLS
� “Password Interception in a SSL/TLS Channel” by 
Canvel, Hiltgen, Vaudenay, Vuagnoux, Crypto 2003

� The padding oracle is given by a timing attack
� Padding Check - a simple operation at the end of 
the ciphertext.

� MAC verification - a cryptographic operation is 
performed on the whole ciphertext. 

� Since an error causes the session to abort it is 
assumed that each session includes some crucial
plaintext block which is always the same, 

e.g. a password



Padding Oracle Attack

Cn-1 Cn

DK

Pn

Pn = DK(Cn) ⊕ Cn-1

R

Q

Q = DK(Cn) ⊕ R

Pn = Q ⊕ R ⊕ Cn-1

Change block Cn-1

Send R||Cn to Padding Oracle

Repeat until padding oracle 
returns valid



Example: CBC-PAD

� CBC-PAD

� Byte-orientated padding scheme

� If q bytes are required to fill the last 
block, then add q bytes of value q.

P

q bytes

q q q q……………….



Example: CBC-PAD

� When the padding oracle returns valid 
then the new plaintext Q ends 1, 2 2 or 3 
3 3, etc.

� These occur with probabilities: 1/28, 1/216

1/224.
� The padding 1 is most likely to occur.
� We use this to find the last byte of the 
plaintext.

� With further changes and calls to the 
padding oracle, we can find the plaintext 
one byte at a time.



Solving the Problem

� Can we find a ‘Good’ padding 
scheme?

� Can we prove that this scheme is 
secure?

� Is the solution authenticated 
encryption?



Provable Security

� Introduced by Goldwasser and Micali in 
“Probabilistic Encryption”.

� First define a security model.

� Objective: Prove the security of a protocol 
in this model by reducing it to the 
security of the primitive being used.

� So to break the protocol we must be able 
to break the underlying primitive.



Provable Security

� Example:

� Assume we have a protocol which uses 
the RSA function.

� We can prove its security by giving a 
reduction to one-wayness of RSA.

� So to break the protocol we must be 
able to invert RSA.



Practice Orientated Provable Security

� Introduced by Bellare and Rogaway

� Integrate block ciphers into 
provable security

� Concrete security - Attempt to 
capture the quantitative nature of 
security



Security Models

� Indistinguishability:

� Left or Right (LoR) 

� Real or Random (RoR) 

� Find then Guess (FtG) 

� Semantic Security (Sem) 



Relations between Models

Left-or-Right

Real-or-Random

Find-then-Guess

Semantic



Left-or-Right

Experiment LoR-CPA

rb      {0,1}

rK      K(k) 

b’ AEK(LR(.,.,b)) (k) 

Return b’

Experiment LoR-CCA

rb      {0,1}

rK      K(k) 

b’ AEK(LR(.,.,b)), DK(.) (k) 

Return b’

Adversary wins if b=b’

AdvLoR-ATK = |Pr[b=b’] – ½|

We define the Adversary’s advantage to be

Consider a symmetric encryption scheme SE=(E,D,K).



Defining CBC Mode

� CBC[F]=(E-CBC, D-CBC, K-CBC) 

� The encryption function takes inputs of length a 
multiple of the block size.

� The decryption function outputs messages of 
length a multiple of the block size.

� CBCPAD[F]=(E-CBCPAD, D-CBCPAD, K-CBC) 

� The encryption function now takes any length 
input, which it pads and then encrypts.

� The decryption function must depad after 
decryption.



LoR-PO-CPA

Experiment LoR-PO-CPA
rb    {0,1}

rK    K-CBC(k) 

b’ AEKCBCPAD(LR(.,.,b)), P(.) (k) 

Return b’

Adversary wins if b=b’

AdvLoR-PO-CPA = |Pr[b=b’] – ½|

We define the Adversary’s advantage to be

We can create new security models by introducing padding.

Similar models can be created based on the other models 
mentioned previously.



Finding a Secure Padding Method

� Task:

� Find a secure padding method in the 
model described.

� Prove CBC mode to be secure with this 
padding method.



OZ-PAD

� One-Zero (OZ) Padding method

� Bit orientated padding method

� First append a 1 to the plaintext

� Then append zero or more 0s until 
the block is full

P 1 00000..…….…00



OZ-PAD

� With the OZ-PAD almost all plaintexts are 
correctly padded.

� One exception:

� If the last block of plaintext is an all zero block.

� Thus if the padding oracle returns invalid
we can find the plaintext.

� The chance of obtaining an invalid 
response is equivalent to guessing the 
plaintext.



OZ-PAD is not LoR-PO-CPA

IV C

DK

mb

IV ⊕ m0

mb ⊕ m0

m0⊕m0=0
l ,  if b=0

=>  Invalid pad

m1⊕m0 ,  if b=1

=> Valid pad

Send two 1 block messages m0 & m1 to LoR Encryption oracle
Receive back 2 blocks of ciphertext IV||C which is the encryption 
of either m0 or m1.



One-way Security of OZ-PAD

� Resistant to Vaudenay’s attack.

� Given a challenge ciphertext, can 
the adversary find the 
corresponding challenge plaintext.

� Hard to find cn and cn-1 such that:

DK(cn)= cn-1 



Arbitrary Tail Padding

� Two versions :

� byte orientated 

� bit orientated

� Bit Orientated method:

� Examine the last bit of plaintext and 
pad with the opposite bit

1000110100…………………….1 00000………………00



What are the advantages?

� With arbitrary tail padding all 
strings are now valid padded 
messages.

� Padding Oracle will always return 
valid.

� Vaudenay’s attacks are obsolete.



LoR-PO-CPA Security?

� We still must prove security.
� Show that if adversary can attack CBCPAD then an 

adversary exists that can attack CBC.
� All ciphertexts have valid paddings so we can 

remove padding oracles from the picture.

A1

CBCPAD

A2

CBC

Challenger

m0, m1 p0, p1

EkCBC(pb) EkCBCPAD(mb) 

b’ b’

Pad
m0, m1

rb      {0,1}

AdvLoR-PO-CPA ≤ AdvLoR-CPA
CBCPAD CBC



Defining Good/Bad Padding Schemes

� Problem with OZ-PAD was the 
invalid padding.

� A “good” padding scheme should 
have no invalid paddings.



CCA Security –
Authenticated Encryption

� We wish to combine CBC mode, 
some padding scheme and some 
MAC.

� Authenticated Encryption not secure 
in general,

� e.g. Canvel Attack on SSL

� Many different ways to compose an 
Authenticated Encryption Scheme.



Padding Oracles in Practice

� SSL/TLS

� Messages are MACed, padded and then 
encrypted

� Errors may result from a bad MAC or 
invalid Padding

� Error messages are encrypted

� When an Error occurs the session is 
aborted



Padding Oracles in Practice

� SSL/TLS
� “Password Interception in a SSL/TLS Channel” by 
Canvel, Hiltgen, Vaudenay, Vuagnoux, Crypto 2003

� The padding oracle is given by a timing attack
� Padding Check - a simple operation at the end of 
the ciphertext.

� MAC verification - a cryptographic operation is 
performed on the whole ciphertext. 

� Since an error causes the session to abort it is 
assumed that each session includes some crucial
plaintext block which is always the same, 

e.g. a password



CCA Security –
Authenticated Encryption

� We wish to combine CBC mode, 
some padding scheme and some 
MAC.

� Authenticated Encryption not secure 
in general,

� e.g. Canvel Attack on SSL

� Many different ways to compose an 
Authenticated Encryption Scheme.



Summary

� I have presented Vaudenay’s Padding 
Oracle attack

� Given an introduction to provable security

� Introduced New Security Models

� I discussed two particular padding 
methods
� OZ-PAD

� Arbitrary Tail Padding

� A “good” padding scheme should have no 
invalid paddings



Thank You

Questions?


